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The information reported herein was obtained pursuant to

Contract Nob 300-78-0562 with the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion. Contractor; undertaking such projects under govern-
ment sponsorship are encouraged to document information
according to their observation and professional judgment.
Consequently, information, points of view, or opinions
stated do not necessarily represent official Department of
Education position or policy.
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Introduction

After a needs assessment has been conducted, the actual
curri ulum development process begins. The purpose of this
module is to provide information, activities, and experiences
that will assist the vocational education curriculum specialist
in writing instructional objectives for a unit of instruction.

A variety of approaches to curriculum development are in
practice in vocational education today. This series of modules
follows an occupational or job analysis approach to the devel-
opment of instructional objectives.

Overview

The literature on objectives is filled with a variety of
teLas that seem to mean essentially the same thing. Such terms
include: "instructional objective," "learning objective,"
"performance objective," "behavioral objective," "measurable
objective," "operational objective," and possibly others. Very
often the-particular term used represents author preference
rather than a basic difference in meaning among the terms.
This module uses the term "instructional objective," when
referring to the type of objective that attempts to define
exactly what, how well, and under what circumstances a student
will be able to perform as a result of instruction.

One of the important competencies a curriculum specialist
must possess is the ability to specify instructional objectives
in measurable terms. To be effective, the curriculum special-
ist must interpret broad educational goals in ways that com-
municate the intent of a course (or an instructional unit) to
all concerned--students, teachers, administrators, and parents.

Objectives in vocational education exist at a variety of
levels: national, state, institutional, program, and class-
room. This module is concerned with objectives at the class-
room level--specifically, with the objectives for licourse or a
unit of instruction. These objectives represent the "blueprint"
of student performance, describing what the student should be
able to do at the end of a course or upon completion of an
instructional unit.

This module deals with two general activities associated
with objectives: derivation and specification. Derivation
concerns procedures both for identifying possible objectives
for instruction and for deciding which objectives ought to be
selected. These procedures include the location or development
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of a general job description task analysis; the selection of
tasks for instruction; description of the target population; and
determination of course prerequisites. Specification refers to
the process of writing good objectives and the process of
selecting the content to be included in them. This detailed

content usually includes a statement of the specific behavior
expected of the student upon completion of instruction; the
important conditions under which student behavior is to occur;
and the criteria or standards of acceptable performance.

Instructions to the Learner

The Self-Check items and possible responses to them are
found in the appendices. These questions have two purposes.
First, before you begin work on the module, you may use them to
check quickly whether you have already learned the information
in previous classes or readings. In some instances, with the

consent of your instructor, you might decide to skip a whole
module or parts of one. The second purpose of the Self-Check
is to help you review the content of modules you h ve studied
in order to assess whether you have achieved the mo e's goals

and objectives.

You can also use the list of goals and objectives that
follows to determine whether the module content is new to you
and requires in-depth study, or whether the module can serve as
a brief review before you continue to the next module.

-8--
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Goals and Objectives

Goal 1: Perform the necessary steps for systematically deriv-
ing instructional objectives.

Objective 1.1: Locate or write a job description for a
specific occupation.

Objective 1.2: List and detail the tasks for a specific
occupation.

Objective 1.3: Select occupational tacks for school
instruction.

Objective 1.4: Determine major characteristics the
target population.

Objective 1.5: Determine course prerequisites.

Goal 2: Specify instructional objectives.

Objective 2.1: State the importance of specifying
instructional objectives.

Objective 2.2: Identify the components of an instruc-
tional objective.

Objective 2.3: Develop instructional objectives for spe-
cific occupational tasks.

Objective 2.4: List five sources for obtaining existing
objectives.

Resources

In order to complete the learning activities in this
module, you will need information contained in the following
publications:

RiEticnofoccllaticpxIaltit. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.

Mager, R. F. Preparing instructional objectives (2nd
ed.). Belmont, CA: Iearon Publishers, 1975.

Mager, R. F., & Beach, K. M. Developing vocational
instruction. Belmont, CA: Fearon Publishers, 1967.



GOAL 1: Perform the necessary steps for systematically deriv-
ing instructional objectives.

Deriving Instructional Objectives

When following an occupational or job analysis approacb,
the first step in deriving instructional objectives is to locate
or prepare a job description. The job description provides the
basis for a detailed task analysis. Tasks to be taught in the
classroom are thin selected from the detailed task analysis.
Finally, course prerequisites are established based on student
and task characteristics.

Job Description

To determine the instructional objectives that contribute
to successful job performance, it is first necessary to define
the job clearly. Job descriptions vary in format. However,
the usual components are:

location and working conditions;

a statement of job functions and relationships with
other jobs;

general duties;

possible contingent responsibilities; and

simply stated job tasks.

The description should- be a general statement of what a
person does when performing the jobi'and'it should tell some-
thing about the conditions under which that person does them.
Such job descriptions can be-found in the Dictionary of Occ221-
tional Titles (DOIT), a publication developed and prepared by
the U.S. Employment Serv,ice for individuals concerned with the

- use of occupational information in vocational, personnel, and
related services and activities.
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The DOT does not reflect all possible jobs. With advancing

technology and rapid occupational change in our society, jobs

are constantly becoming obsolete while new jobs are being

created. Also, most of the jobs in the DOT are defined in broad,

all-inclusive terms. Therefore, not all definitions can be
expected to coincide exactly with specific jobs in a particular

establieigment or in a given locality. To have the greatest local

applicability, the job definitions should be supplemented with
information concerning specific jobs in the community. If you

are unable to locate a job description in the DOT, you will have

to seek another source or write the job description yourself. A

more detailed description of the DOT appears in the appendices

to this module.

Task Analysis

Once a job description is available, it must be expanded

by specifying tasks that an employer would normally expect from
an employee engaged in doing the job. A task generally requ' les

some combination of skills and knowledge, as well as both physi-

cal and mental action on the part of the worker. Each task has

a definite starting and stopping point; it is the smallest unit

of job activity having a specific purpose. A job may consist

of only one task or it may be composed of a series of interde-
pendeut tasks. In the latter case, the tasks normally must be
completed in proper sequence if the job is to be done satisfac-

torily. Tasks, then, are the step-by-step process of complet-

ing a job. The process of determining these tasks is called

task analysis.

A task analysis is the basis for vocational instruction.
The process involves starting with the basic job and breaking

it down into successively more detailed components or levels.
The purpose of the process is to obtain an adequate definition

of the job so that effective instructional objectives and
learning activities can be devised to teach the occupation to a

willing student.

The curriculum specialist must be trained to recognize the

least detailed level to which a task anatifbis should be taken

so that effective instruction will result and unnecessary task

detailing will be avoided. The curriculum specialist's per-
ception of community needs, and his or her estimation of the
capabilities of his or her staff to design the necessary
instruction, will likely be the primary factors in the decision.

According to Mager and Beach (1967), "There are probably

as many techniques for performing a task analysis as there are

people doing it." Such techniques range from the very simple

-14-
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to the highly sophisticated (and the very time-consuming); how-
ever, the practicality of the work situation will determine the
task analysis technique to be used. The following technique
described by Mager and Beach is appropriate for the practicing
vocational educator.

A first step in performing a task analysis is to locate
any existing task analyses for the occupation under considera-
tion. This involves searching publications, indexes, catalogs,
and other references. Possible sources for task analyses
include:

Publications of the American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges (Washington, D.C.: American Asso-
ciation of Community and Junior Colleges). This
current list of publications includes guidelines for
program planters, facility guides, curriculum guides,
and a wide variety of assorted publications useful to
those responsible for initiating and conducting post-
secondary vocational and technical education programs.

The National Center for Research in Vocational Educa-
tion at the Ohio State Univ..rsity has some task state-
ments. These are available .hrough the Education
Resoarces Information Center (ERIC) sytitem.

Many curriculum guides contain some type of task
analysis or job analysis. These vary in detail and
completeness, but they can be useful.

There are six federally funded curriculum coordination
centers designed to provide technical assistance to
vocational educators. The center contracts come up
for competitive bidding at the rate of approximately
two per year. The current locations of the curriculum
coordination centers are listed below.

(1) Western Curriculum Coordination Center
College of Education
University of Hawaii
1776 University Avenue
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

(2) East Central Curriculum Coordination Center
100 North First Street
Springfield, Illinois 62777

14
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(3) Midwest Curriculum Coordination Center
Oklahoma State Department of Vocational

and Technical. Education
1515 West Sixth Avenue
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074

(4) Southeast CurricuAim Coordination Center
College of Education
Mississippi State University

Box 5365
Mississippi State, Mississippi 39762

(5) Northeast Curriculum Coordination Center
Bureau of Vocational Education
Division of Vocational Education
New Jersey Department of Education
225 West State Street
Trenton, New Jersey 08625

(6) Northwest Curriculum Coordination Center
Building 17 - Airdustrial Park
Olympia, Washington 98504

The U.S. military has conducted numerous task analyses

that may be obtained from the curriculum coordination

centers listed above.

The Human Resources Research Organization is an

additional source of both military and civilian task

analyses.

The Mid-America Vocational Consortium (1515 W. 6th

Avenue, Stillwater, Oklahoma, 74074) may be able to

direct you to existing task analyses.

The Vocational-Technical Education Consortium of

States (V-Techs, 795 Peachtree St., N.W., Atlanta,

Georgia, 30308) may also be able to provide you with

suitable task analyses.

If task statements for a specific occupation are unavail-

able, the curriculum specialist will need to obtain this infor-

mation directly from employees performing the tasks or from

teak supervisors.

The task statement: Action verb, object, and qualifier.

A performance task usually generates a product or an observable

change in the work environment. A job task statement, there-

fore, should begin with an action verb to indicate what a per-

son does on the job. The action verb is then followed by the

-16-
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object - -the element that is acted upon. The object is followed
by a qualifier, when applicable. The use of a qualifying
phrase is optiord but is desirable whenever needed to make a
task statement more specific. Qualifiers may limit an action
to a specific procedure or process or may identify a specific
component or area of an object.

The task statements for a painter, for example, are broken
into action verbs, objects, and qualifiers as shown here.

Action Verb Object

refinishes old and new surfaces

selects finishing material

selects appropriate brushes
and rollers

trim and obstaclesremoves

removes

fills

mixes and thins

adds

existing finish from
surfaces

cracks and holes

finishing material

color to finishing
material

selects and appropriate ground
supplies and furniture

covering

etc.

Qualifier

before finishing

when appropriate

with appropriate
substitutes

to correct consis-
tency

when necessary

Sore action verbs are most useful when used with a particular
type of content such as language behaviors, arts behaviors, and
mathematical behaviors. The National College Verb List provided
on the following pages presents sample verbs commonly used with
different types or content. You may find this list a handy
reference whenever you are writing task statements.

-17-
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National Collage Verb List*
(Calvin K. Claus and students)

THE kUNCTIONAL, FORCEFUL FOUR HUNDRED FIFTY-FIVE

"Creative" Behaviors

Alter Generalize Question Re-group Re-phrase Re -writs

Ask Modify Re-arrange Rename Restate Simplify

Change Paraphrase Re-combine Re -order Restructure Synthesize

Design Predict Reconstruct Re-organize Retell Systematize

Revise Vary

Analyze

Complex, Logioal, Judgmental Behaviors

Combine Contrast Designate Formulate Plan

Appraise Compare Criticise Determine Generate Structure

Assess Conclude Deduce Discover Induce Suggest

Defend Evaluate Infer Substitute

General Disoriminative Behaviors

Choose Describe Discriminate Indicate Match Place

Collect Detect Distinguish Isolate Omit Point

Wins Differentiate Identify List Order Select

Pick Separate

Social Behaviors

Accept Answer Co-operate Forgive Laugh Reply

Admit Argus Dance Greet Meet Smile

Agree Communicate Disagree Help Participate Talk

Aid Compliment Discuss Interact Permit Thank

Allow Contribute Excuse Invite Praise Visit

Join React Volunteer

Language Behaviors

Abbreviate Call ItaAnt Punctuate Speak

Accent Capitalize Outline Read Spell Translate,

Alphabetize Edit Print Recite State Verbalize

Articulate Hyphenate, Pronounce Say
Sign

Summarize
Syllabicate

Whisper
Write

"Study" Behaviors

Arrange Circle Diagram Itemize Mark Record

Categorize Classify Find Label Name Reproduce

Chart Compile Follow Locate Note Search

Cite Copy Gather Look Organize Sort

Map Quote Underline

Maio Behaviors

Blow Clap Finger Hum Pluck Strum

Bow Compose Harmonize Mute Practice Tap

Play Sing Whistle

(continued)

*Reprinted by permission of Calvin K. Claus
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National College Verb List

(continued)

Physioal Behaviors

Arch Climb Hit March Ski Swim
Bat Face Hop Pitch Skip Swing
Bend Float Jump Pull Somersault ThrowCarry Grab Kick Push Stand Toss
Catch Grasp Knock Run Step Walk
Chase Grip Lift Skate Stretch

Arts Behaviors

Assemble Cut Frame Hold Roll StampBlend Dab Hammer Nail Rub StickBrush Dot Handle Paint Sand StirBuild Draw Heat Paste Saw TraceCarve Drill Illustrate Pat Sculpt TrimColor Fold Molt Polish Shake Varnish
Construct Form Mix Pour Sketch Wipe

Press Smooth Wrap

Drama Behaviors

Act Direct Enter Imitate Pantomime RespondClasp Display Exit Leave Pass Show
Cross Emit Express Move "Perform Sit

Proceed Turn

Mathematical Behaviors

Add Compute Estimate lAtegrate Plot Subtract
Bisect Count Extrapolate Interpolate Prove Sum
Calculate Cumulate Extract Measure Reduce -Tabulate
Check Derive Graph Multiply Solve Tally
Circumscribe Divide Group Number Square Verify

4

Laboratory SOitn4i Behaviors

Align Conduct Dissect Keep Plant Set
Apply Connect Feed Lengthen Prepare Specify
Attach Cotrart Grow Limit Remove Straighten
Balance Decrease Increase Manipulate Replace Time
Calibrate Demonstrate Insert Operate Report Transfer

Reset Weigh

General Appearance, Health and Safety Behaviors

Button Comb Eat Fill Taste Unzip
Clean Cover Eliminate Go Tie Wait
Clear Dress Empty Lace Unbutton Wash
Close Drink Fasten Stack Uncover Wear

Stop Untie Zip

(continued)

13
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National College Verb List
(continued)

Ntilliostiansous

Aim Erase Hunt Peal Scratch Store

Attempt Expand Include Pin Send Strike

.Attend Extend Inform Position Serve Supply

Begin
Bring

Feel
Finish

Kneel
.

Lay

Present
Produce

Sew
Share

Support
Switch

Buy Pit Lead Propose Sharpen Take

Come Fix Lend Provide Shoot Tear

Complete Flip Let Put Shorten Touch

Correct Get Light liaise Shovel Try

Crease Give Make Relate Shut 'Met

Crush Grind Mend Repair Signify Type

Develop Guide Miss Repeat Slip Use

Distribute Rand Offer Return Slide Vote

Do Nang Open Ride Spread Watch

Drop Hold Pack Rip Stake Weave

End Hook Pay Save Start Work
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Selection of Tasks for Instruction

After detailed information has been collected about the
requirements of a job, the next step is to select those tasks
that are best taught in the classroom; this means deleting
tasks that are best taught on the job (on-the-job training or
OJT) and those that do not require any type of instruction or
training.

In the early stages, the individual who is developing v
course must be guided by his or her own judgment and past
experience. Later, as the evaluation process feeds back
information on instructional effectiveness, the course can be
adjusted more objective/y. However, until this feedback occurs,
judgments should be made by people who know the curriculum and
who know the kind of person likely to succeed in a particular,
job.

Reasons for selection for school instruction. A task
selected for school instruction should meet at least one of the
selection criteria listed below.

Task is performed by large percentage of jobholders.
Performance of a task by a large number of jobholders
is a significant factor in substantiating its selec-
tion for school instruction unless the task is teach-,
able on the job.

Task is performed frequently. Although frequency is a
factor in selection, some routine, simple tasks are
performed so frequently that they are easily learned
on the job. Normally, additional criteria should be
used to support selection on the basis of frequency.

Task is critical to job accomplishment. The more
critical the task is to job accomplishment, the more
suitable is its inclusion in school instruction. Task
criticalness can usually be determined from job analy-
sis, but the judgment of experienced jobholders and
supervisors, obtained through interviews and question-
naires, car also be used to determine it.

Task is essential in performance of another task.
Although certain tasks may not be appropriate for
school instruction, proficiency in their performance
may be prereqUisite to performing other tasks .for
which instruction is necessary. For example, the task
of disassembling and assembling an item of equipment
may very well be delegated to on-the-job training,
whereas the tasks of identifying, removing, and

-21-
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rrmm.7....

replacing defective parts in that item of equipment

might be selected for school instruction. In this

situation, then, since it is necessary to disassemble

the item before defective components can be removed

and replaced, the task of disassembly and assembly

must be selected for school instruction.

Task is required immediately upon entry into job. If

performance of the task is necessary immediately upon
entry--and other selection criteria also apply--then
that task should be selected for school instruction.

Reasons for selection for on-the-job training. The fol-

lowing are critpria for deciding that the task should be learned

on the job.

Task is relatively easy to learn. Routine, simple

tasks fall into this category, as do tasks that can be

learned more efficiently in the job environment than

the school environment.

Task is performed infrequently.

Task is performed by small percentage of jobholders.

Although essential to the job, some tasks are per-
formed too infrequently or by too few jobholders to

justify the expense of school instruction.

Reasons for rejection. The following criteria are reasons

for rejecting a task for either instruction or training. Either

reason would be sufficient for rejection.

Task can be performed without further instruction.

Can the average student perform the task adequately

without schnnl instruction or on-the-job training? If

so, the task should not be selected for either.

Task is similar to other tasks selected for instruc-

-tion. If similar performance requirements exist for

different tasks within an occupation, the factor of

duplication of instruction becomes significant in

determining if the teaks should be chosen for school
instruction or on-the-job training. For example, a

major item of electronic equipment may contain several

power supplies. Although each power supply is differ-

ent, similar performance requirements for each task

involved may allow an individual, trained to perform a

task on one or two power supplies, to perform the same

-22-



task on the other, similar power supplies without fur-
ther instruction.

In many cases, decisions to teach a task in school rather
than train in it on the job will be relatively simple to make,
due to known restrictions on personnel, equipment, facilities,
or time. Similarly, many tasks clearly will be within the capa-
bilities of on-the-job training. However, decisions that are
not clear-cut--for example, decisions that school instruction
is desirable but only because it is relatively more efficient
:hen on-the-job training- -could be subject to change later.
Each task subject to such a marginal decision must be noted so
that if constraints on school resources or course length dic-
tate, the task can be converted to an on- the -job. training
requirement.

Description of Target Population

In addition to analyzing the requirements of the occupation
for which you are developing a course of instruction, you must
also consider the characteristics of students enrolled in the
course. When describing these students you might consider the
following:

physical characteristics;

education;

motivation;

interests;

biases and prejudices; and

specific knowledge, skills, and attitudes relevant to
the subject of the course.

This information should help you determine what the stu-
dents are likely to know already, what motivates them, and frost
which types of instruction they are most likely to benefit.
Suggested methods for determining student characteristics
include:

interviewing students;

asking students to fill out questionnaires; and

observing students in the classroom.
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Course Prerequisites

As the characteristics of the target population are deter-

mined and the course objectives are developed, the required

entering behavior of the students becomes clear. And that is

what prerequisites are--those abilities (knowledge, attitudes,

and skills) that the initructor assumes the students already

possess before they enter the learning situation.

There is much controversy in vocational education over the

role and purposes of instructional program prerequisites. Some

educators argue that all vocational programs should be open to

all individuals regardless of their previous background and

skills. Others argue that only persons most likely to succeed
in an occupation should be allowed to enter occupational train-

ing programs. The federal legislation that provides funds for
vocational education indicates that the purpose of vocational
education is to provide all persons with "...ready access to
vocational training or retraining which is of high quality,
which is realistic in light of actual or anticipated opportuni-
ties for gaiiftil employment, and which is suited to their needs,

interests, and Ability to benefit from training" (Vocational
Education Act of 1963).

The problem facing the instructor or curriculum specialist
is to.determine which skills, knowledge, and work-related atti-

tudes are essential prerequisites for that occupation. No

doubt the overall productivity of a vocational program will be

increased if people entering the program are highly selected.
However, selecting only those who can be maximally successful

in the occupation excludes many individuals who can also bene-

fit to some degree from the instruction.

Areas of prerequisites for an occupational training course

might include: physical characteristics, learning abilities,
basic skills, work-related attitudes, and miscellaneous skills.
Since any given course may require differing levels of a parti-

cular characteristic, it is useful to rate each of the prereq-

uisite characteristics. Such a rating system is illustrated

here.

A rating of "5" indicates that the student must have this

characteristic well developed to succeed in the course. A

rating of "1," on the other hand, indicates that the student
can succeed in the course with a minimal amount of this char-

acteristic.

-24-
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Semple Welding Course Prerequisites

(Pucel i Lusk, 1975)

Learning Work-Related
Physical Ability Basic Skills Attitudes

a. arms (5) a. learning a. reading(2) a. people:
speed (2) coworkers (3)

b. legs (5) b. writing (2) supervisors (3)
c. sight (5) b. eemory (3) c. arithmetic (2) b. objects:

c. reaction tools (4)
A. hearing (3) time (4) materials (3)
e. speech (2) c. safety (5)
f. mobility (5)

Using a form like this to list course prerequisites allows

you to communicate to counselors, students, and others specifi-
cally what is expected of a student before she or he enters the
course.

-25-
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Individual Study Activities

After reading Chapter 2, "Job Description," in Mager,

R. F., & Beach, K. M. Developing vocational instruction.

Belmont, CA: Fearon Publishers, 1967, select an occupa-
tion that falls under one of the eight vocational educa-

tion program areas: agricultural education, distributive
education, health occupations, home economics, office
occupations, technical education, trades and industry, or

industrial arts. Then write a job description for that

occupation. In selecting an occupation, you might con-,
eider one with which you are particularly familiar or one

in which you have actually worked. List the various tasks

that are involved as well as any special or unusual condi-

tions under which the tasks are carried out.

2. Go to a library and locate a copy of the Dictionary of

Occupational Titles (DOT). See if you can find a job

description for the occupation you described in Activity 1.
If you are able to locate a description, how does it com-
pare with the one you wrote? If you are not able to

locate a description, how might you explain the fact that

it does not appear in the DOT?

NOTE: Activities 3-7 make use of worksheets

reproduced on subsequent pages of this module.

3. After reading Chapter 3, "Task Analysis," in Mager and
Beach, Developing Vocational Instruction, list all the

tasks that might be included in the job description you
wrote for Activity 1. (If you have time, talk with someone

actually working at the job; then watch this individual
doing the job.) List all these tasks on the TASK LISTING

SHEET. For each Task, indicate the frequency or perfor-

mance, importance, and learning difficulty. When you have

completed the TASK LISTING SHEET, answer the following

questions.

Did you find the TASK LISTING SHEET useful? If not,

how would you change it?

Have you ever used a form for task listing that you

found particularly effective? If so, diagram that

form. Be prepared to describe the advantages of this

form in a small group discussion.
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4. Transfer the tasks you listed in Activity 3 to the TASK
STATEMENTS SHEET breaking the statements down into their
component parts. If you are not happy with your original
statements in Activity 3, rewrite them now. Use the
National College Verb T.ist to select a more appropriate
action verb if you are not satisfied with your previous
selection.

5. Now that you have listed the tasks that make up a given
occupation, you should detail the steps involved in each
of these tasks. For this activity, select one of the
tasks ftom_the_TASK_STATEMENTS SHEET you completed in the
last activity. Then on the TASK DETAILING SHEET, list
each of the' steps involved in performing the task. After
listing the steps, indicate the learning difficulty nf
each. If it is likely that the student will be able to
perform the task before taking the course, indicate this
in the Learning Difficulty column.

6. USing the task statements you formulated for the last two
activities and the selection criteria in this module, com-
plete the TASK SELECTION SHEET. For each task, determine
whether it should be considered for school instruction,
on-the-job training, or rejection and why. If you are
uncertain as to whether a given task should be handled by
school instruction or on-the-job training, use an asterisk
(*). Only when you know the personnel, equipment, facili-
ties, and time available for a given course will you be
able to make a final determination.

7. After reading Chapter 6, "Course Prerequisites," in Mager
and Beach, Developing Vocational Instruction, use the
occupation you selected for previous activities in this
section and complete the COURSE PREREQUISITES SHEET.
Determine some of the specific characteristics a student
should have upon entering a course that provides training
for this occupation. After listing specific characteris-
tics under each column, rate each one according to its
degree of importance. Under normal course development
circumstances, you would determine prerequisites as the
other steps of course development were carried out. .
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Vocation:

TASK LISTING SHEET

No. Task

Frequency
of

Performance Importance

learning
Difficulty

_....
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Vocation:

TUSK STATEMENTS SKEET

Action Verb Object Qualifier
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Vocation:

Task:

TASK DETAILING SHUT

No. Steps In Performing the Task Learning Difficulty

s

di
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Task
School
Instruc-

tion

On-the--
job

Training

Rejec-
lion
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COURSE PREREQUISITES SHEET

. Vocation:

Physical
Characteristics Learning Abilities, Basic Skills

Work-related
Attitudes
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8. After reading Chapter 4, "Target Population," in Mager and
Beach, Developing Vocational Instruction, think of any one
vocational course you have taught or observed at the
secondary or community college level. Then attempt to
describe the major characteristics of the students in this
class. Use the categories enumerated by Mager and Beach
as a starting point for your description of the target
popul,ation. If you think of any other bases on which to
describe the target group, include them here.

Discussion Questions

1. Once a job description for a specific occupation has been
developed, can the curriculum specialist begin preparing
training materials for that occupation?

2. Should vocational educators rely on job requirements pro-

vided by personnel offices in completing a task analysis?

3. What are the possible effects on the curriculum if student
abilities and interests are not taken into consideration?

Group Activities

1. Collect a sampling of job descriptions from a variety'of
local employers, companies, and institutions. You might
select a common occupation from one of the vocational edu-
cation program areas (agricultural education, distributive
education, health occupations, home economics, office
occupations, technical education, trades 61A industry, or
industrial arts) and collect job descriptions for this
occupation.

In small groups, discuss the variations in format of the
job descriptions collected. What information do some job
descriptions give that others do not? If job descriptions
contain similar information, how is it handled? For exam-
ple, do job responsibilities appear is precise behavioral
statements ("the jobholder does exactly this"), or are the
responsibilities defined in general erne?

2. The'purpohe of this activity is to illustrate some of the
difficulties involved in determining job tasks by the
interview method. Group into pairs; have each member of
the pair interview the other regarding the specific tasks
involved in an occupation at which the individual has
worked. It i4 important to determine which tasks are
necessary to know in order to gain entry into the occupa-
tion as opposed to those tasks that are nice to know but
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are not initially necessary. Note these tasks on a sheet

of paper. Afterwards, in small groups, discuss the various
problems each member experienced in interviewing an indi-
vidual to determine the specific tasks of an occupation.

If interviewers are skilled in the occupation for which

they are interviewing jobholders, the task may be a rela-

tively simple one. The interviewers may, simply list-the
tasks of the occupation as they know them, show the list
to the jobholders, and ask whether these listed tasks are

actually being performed. The jobholders may then add to

or delete from the list.

3. Divide into two teams and debate the issue of whether stu-
dents should be turned away because they lack sufficient
prerequisites for a course or program.
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GOAL 2: Specify instructional objectives.

Specifying Instructional Objectives

Briefly discussed below are the history and the pros and
cons of the movement toward stating instructional objectives.
Various dimensions of instructional objectives are also
examined.

Objectives in Retrospect

Since 1950 attempts have been made to state educational
objectives in behavioral terms in order to facilitate curricu-
lum evaluation and revision. These attempts came about because
educational psychologists were convinced that if educators
could define the goals of the schools in terms of observable
behaviors, psychologists could construct instruments to measure
and, perhaps, to evaluate theie goals. In the 1960s measurable
instructional objectives became widely advocated and increas-
ingly used, primarily because of the programmed instruction
movement. (Robert Mager's classic text, Preparing Instructional
Objectives, was originally titled Preparing Ciojectives for Pro-
grammed Instruction.)

Importance of Instructional Objectives

Many reasons have been given for writing and using measur-
able instructional objectives. In addition to facilitating
curriculum evaluation and revision, objectives can

guide teacher planning,

help students to structure and organize their own
learning activities, and

provide a means of communicating about the curriculum.

There are critics of instructional objectives as well as
proponents. Some experts, who are equally committed to finding
more effective means of instruction and evaluation, object to
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the strategy proposed by proponents of instructional objectives.

They worry that teachers and instructional designers will become

bogged down at the objective-writing stage. A more profitable

strategy, they suggest, may be to move directly from vague

objectives to test items.

Other standard arguments against the use of measurable

instructional objectives are listed below-.

Trivial learner behaviors are the easiest to opera-

tionalize, hence, the really important outcomes of

education will be underemphasized.

Prespecification of explicit objectives prevents the
teacher from taking advantage of instructional oppor-
tunities unexpectedly occurring in the classroom.

Measurability implies behavior that can be objec-
tively, mechanically measured; hence, the approach

tends to be dehumanizing.

Measurability implies accountability; to might

be judged on their ability to produce results in

learners.

It is far more difficult to generate precise objec-

tives than it is to talk about objectives in our

customarily vague terms.

In evaluating the worth of instructional schemes, it

is often the unanticipated results that are really

important; prespecified objectives may make the

"evaluator inattentive to the unforeseen.

In any case, the following cautions should be kept in mind

when using instructional objectives.

The claimed effectiveness of precise instructional

objectives remains to be demonstrated. On the other

hand, there are no demonstrations that instructional

objectives do not lead to the proposed benefits. The

issue is simply unresolved at this time.

When authors speak of the use of instructional objec-

tives in evaluation, they are abbreviating the evalua-

tion process. While objectives may be a first step

toward developing a sound test, the sophisticated test

instrument must often be more than a one- or two-

sentence objective.
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Empirical research on the use of objectives is diffi-
cult because objectives are frequently based upon
individual or group opinion.

The literature on objectives is filled with a variety
of terms (e.g., measurable goals and objectives,

learning objectives, operational objectives) and die-
__ zusaiona_ahout_ohjactives_frequently occur_on. several

levels of generality.

Various Dimensions of Instructional Objectives

Instructional objectives vary in components, kinds, spe-
cificity, time, and comprehensiveness. Each of these dimen-
sions is discussed briefly below.

Components of an instructional objective. Many books have
been written on instructional objectives. Most authors, how-
ever, define objectives according to Mager's three criteria.
According to Mager (1975), an instructional objective states:

an action performed by a student,

the condition under which the performance is to occur,
and

the criteria of acceptable performance. For example:
"Given a human skeleton (condition), the student must
be able to correctly identify by labeling (action) at
least 40 of the following bones (criteria).:77--

In a similar manner, Kibler et al. (1970) define objec-
tives in terms of five components:

who is to perform the desired behavior,

the actual behavior to be employed in demonstrating
mastery of the objective,

the result (that is, the product or performance) of
the behavior that will be evaluated (for example, "an
essay" or "the speech"),

the relevant conditions under which the behavior is to
be performed, and

the standard that will be used to evaluate the success
of the product or performance.

36
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The particular language used in stating the objective is

critical. Most authors pay special attention to the verb in
the statement of an objective. $ych nonobservable verbs as
"think," "appreciate," "enjoy," and "know" are considered unac-

ceptable. However, specific, observable action verbs such as
"write," "assemble," and "state" are highly acceptable. Some

authors have even provided illustrative lists of such verbs.
The National College Verb List reproduced in this module is an

__exanivi

Kinds of objectives. Objectives have been categorized by

many authors into three major types:

Cognitive objectives: emphasis is on knowing, concep-
tualizing, comprehending, applying, synthesizing, and
evaluating.

Affective objectives:
values, and emotions.

Psychomotor objectives:
skills and dexterity.

emphasis is on attitudes,

emphasis is on physical

Specificity of objectives. Various levels of specificity
for objectives have been descrioed. Krathwohl et al. (1965)
classify objectives in a three-part scheme:

global objectives can be refined into

intermediate objectives (for a course), which in turn
can be reduced to

specific objectives, each representing a skill or
concept.

Kibler et al. (1970) also suggest three levels of

objectives:

planning objectives, which are very specific;

informational objectives, which are abbreviations of
planning objectives; and

broad educational objectives or goals.
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Time frame of objectives. Objectives may be organized in
a hierarchy in which each successive objective can be reached
only if the learner has acquired competence in 7revious objec-
tives. Objectives may also vary from immediate, short-term, or
end-of-course goals to long-range or life goals.

Comprehensiveness of objectives. A common source of con-
fusion in statements of objectives is whether statements repre-
sent the whole 41 the desired terminal behavior or only samples
or symptoms. Traditional goal statements are usually attempts
at delimiting whole goals. The more specific Mager-like state-
ments often tend, like test items, to represent samples.

Sources of Existing Objectives

Writing instructional objectives is a time-consuming pro-
cess. In a real-world situation, you or the individual you are
assisting may not have the time to prepare your own. In that
case, you have an alternative. You may choose from existing
objectives. Listed below are several sources of ready-made
objectives.

Byers, E. E., & Huffman, H. H. Writing performance
goals: Strategy and prototypes. New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1971. Besides providing detailed, instructions
on how to write performance objectives, this book con-
Caine prototypes of objectives in six fields of voca-
tional education, including technical education. It

also shows how task sequences can be established.

Pouillotte, C. A., & Peter3, M. G. (Eds.). Behavioral
objectives: A comprehensive bibliography. Boston,
Mass.: Instructional Technology Information Center,
Divisic of Instructional Media, Office of Educational
Resources, Northeastern University, 1971. This com-
prehensive bibliography references scores of objectives
in areas ranging from foreign languages to performing
arts. I% addition, the bibliography includes refer-
ences to published objectives that are available for
different academic levels--for example,-secondary,
community college, and special education. Many of
these documents are available through the ERIC Clear-
inghouse system.

Journals devoted to a discipline, such as the Journal
of Medical- Education or VocEd, occasionally include
articles which describe spr ecific objectives for an
area of their curriculum. The literature on educa-
tional research--like the Encyclopedia of Educational
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Research and Review of Educational Research--may also
provide you with objectives.

Sometimes professional associations interested in edu-

cation in a specific discipline issue sets of instruc-
tional objectives for their area; one example is the
National Association of Industrial and Technical

Teacher Educators _

Curriculum guides and guides accompanying textbooks or
other teaching materials may provide objectives.
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Individual Study Activities

1. Read Chapter 5, "Course Objectives," in Mager, R. F., &
Beach, K. M. Developing vocational instruction. Belmont,
CA: Fearon Publishers, 1967.

Fiom your knowledge of instructional objectives, what
do you see as their major importance?

Do you agree with the position stated by Mager and
Beach? If so, why? If not, why?

2. Read Mager, R. F. Preparing instructional objectives (2nd.
ed.). Belmont, CA: Fearon Publishers,, 1975., It's a
self-instructional book, so be sure to complete the learn-
ing Activities as you go along. When yin.' have finished,
answer the multiple-choice questions below.

Each of the following items represents a component of
an instructional objective. Indicate which component
each item represents by marking an "X" at the appro-
priate choice.

(1) "given en IBM Selectric typewriter and a cartridge-type
ribbon"

.111..111
a. target audience

b. behavior or action

c. 'condition of performance

d. criterion or standard of performance

(2) "graphic arts trainees operating an offset printing
press" -

a. target audience

b. behavior or action

c. condition of performance

d. criterion or standard of performance

(3) "replace automobile front disc brake pads"

a. target audience

b. behavior or action
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c. condition of performance

d. criterion or standard of performance

(4) "answer correctly 1002 of shop safety test questions"

a. target audience

b. behavior ar action

c. condition of performance

d. criterion or standard of performance

(5) "an allied health trainee with no previous training or

experience in medical occupations"

a. target audience

b. behavior or action

c. condition of performance

d. criterion or standard of per,. .Hance

(6) "develnp a set of working plans for a mountain cabin"

a. target audience,

b. behavior or action

c. condition of performance

d. criterion or standard of performance

(7) "given a test bench, an ohmmeter, an electrical cir-
cuit, and a diagram"

a. target audience

b. behavior cr action

c. condition of performance

d. criterion or standard of performance

(8) "complete the task in 10 minutes"

a. target audience

b. behavior or action
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c. condition of performance

d. criterion or standard of performance

(9) "set a table for a two-course luncheon for four per-
sons, two of whom are children"

a. target audience

b. behavior or action

c. condition of performance

d. criterion or standard of performance

(10)- "complete the job at a rate of 1-1/2 acres per tour"

4. target audience

b. behavior or action

c. condition of performance

d. criterion or standard of performanceITO

(10 "using a rolling coulter"

a. target audience

b. behavior or action

c. condition of performance

d. criterion or standard of performance

,

(12) "the retail sales trainee"

mMOINI101.

a. target audience

b. behavior or action

c. condition of performance

4.- criterion or standard of performance

3. Now you should be ready to try writing your own instruc-
tional objectives. Use the TASK SELECTION SHEET you
developed for Goal 1 as a guide. This sheet tells you
which tasks you selected for school instruction, and these
are the only tasks you need be concerned with in develop-
ing instructional objectives. Also refer to the COURSE



PREREQUISITES SHEET you prep4red for Goal 1. This form

tells you what knowledge, attitudes, and skills you expect

students already to have upon entering your course. You

need not be concerned with writing objectives for behav-

iors you assume students possess.

An OBJECTIVES SPECIFICATION SHEET is provided on the next

page as an aid in writing your objectives. Enter the

vocation and then the specific task you are considering at

the top of the sheet. Beneath the task, writt your-objec-

tives describing in more detail what the student will be

expected to do at the end of the course in relation to that

task. Consider the knowledge, performance skills, and
attitudes necessary for accomplishing that task and write

objectives in each of these areas if appropriate (a task

may not always require objectives in each of these areas).

You may not have the time to write objectives for each

task selected forschool instruction. Be sure, however,

to complete objectives for at least three tasks. (You

will need to prepare an OBJECTIVES SPECIFICATION SHEET for

each task. Adequate space is not provided in this module,

so use additional sheets of paper as necessary.)

4. Instructional developers use various forms for preparing

their instructional objectives. Did you find the OBJEC-

TIVES SPECIFICATION SHEET useful in organizing the objec-

tives for a given task? If not, why not?

5. The purpose of this activity is to give you an opportunity

to locate sources of existing objectives for one of the

vocational education program areas. From the list of pro-

gram areas below, select one area and locate five specific

sources of instructional objectives for this area.

Agricultural Education

Distributive Education

Health Occupations

Economics Occupations

Office Occupation,

Technical Education

Trades and Industry

Industrial Arts



Vocation:

Task:

o n tive om Jknowledge

OBJECTIVES SPECIFICATION SHEET

s.c omotor Domain erformance skills

ffective Domain (attitude}
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Discussion Question

1. The degree of specificity of objectives is a controversial

topic. Different audiences or functions call for differ-
entially specific objectives. How do certain needs and
certain persons determine the level of specificity for
objectives?

Group Activities

1. Interview several vocational instructors regarding the use
of instructional objectives in their classrooms. Possible

questions you might ask include:

s What term do you prefer for objectives? (Answers

might include:- instructionalcobjectves, behavioral
objectives, etc.) Do you use these terms synony-
mously, or does each have a special meaning?

Do you develop youi own objectives, rely on existing
ones, or do you prefer not to use any objectives at
all?

If you develop at least some of your own objectives,
what basic components do you use?

What author, if any, do you use as a basis for devel-
oping your objectives?

What are your general feelings regarding the impor-
tance of objectives?

How do students respold'te\the use of objectives in
your classroom? Do they find them useful, or do they
find them just another instructional cone with
which they have to cope?

o
In imall groups, discuss the results of your intery

2. Divide into groups of two teams each to debate the value
of measurable instructional objectives. One team will
represent the proponents of objectives while the other
team will represent the opponents.

The material in Goal 2 of this module has pointed-out some
of the reasons for and against using measurable instruc-
tional objectives. Can you think of other reasons?
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I.

,Summary

After a needs assessment has been conducted and a.voca-
tional program is planned and organized, the actual curriculum
development process begins.

In this module, you learned that before you write instruc-
tional objectives, you should locate or-write a job description
for the occupation to be taught; detail the tasks of the occu-
pation; select the tasks for which school instruction can
appropriately be provided; determine the major characteristics
of the target population; and establish course prerequisites.
You had the opportunity to practice doing these steps.

You then learned to write specific instructional objec-
tives in measurable terms for the occupation you selected. You
learned why it is important to specify objectives, and you also
learned about the concept of objectives as it has developed
over the years.
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THE DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES (DOT)

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) is

a standard source of occupational information

put out by the U.S. Department of Labor. The
following pages, from the DOT, describe the
coding system in detail.

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles is an outgrowth of the needs of the pub-
lic empkvirent service system for a comprehensive hotly of standardized oc-
cupational information for purposes of job placement, employment counseling
and occupational and career guidance, and for labor market information seiv
ices. In order to implement effectively its primary assignment of matchme jobs
and workers. the public employment service system requires a uniform occupa-
tional language for use in all of its offices. This is needed to compare and
match the specitkations of employer job openings and the qualifications of
applicants who are seeking jobs through its facilities

The need for this type of occupational descriptive information was reeogaiied
in the mid-1930's, within a few years after the passage of the Wagner- l'cyser
Act. establishing a Federal-State employment service system. An occupational
research program was initiated, as one facet of public employment service op-
erations. using analyst- located in several field stations scattered thimighout
the cottony to collect information required. Based on these data. the first
edition of the Dictionary of Occupation4 Titles was published in 1939.

That edition contained a total of almost 17.500 concise definitions presented
alphabetically, by title, with a coding urangement for occupational classifica-
tion. Bkrks of jobs were assigned 5- or 6-digit codes which placed them in
one of 550 occupational groups and indieated if the jobs were skilled, semi-
skilled or unskilled.

Comprehensive updates of the Dictionary were issued in 1949, with the release
of the second edition of the DOT, and in 1965 when the third edition was pub-,
fished. The second edition reflected, to some extent, the impact of World War
II on jobs in the U.S. economy. To fill the widening gap between occupational
information needed and that available. several supplements to the 1939 edition
were issued throughout the war period. By 1945, with the release of the third
and final supplement to the first edition, a told of more than 6.100 new occur-
Naomi' definitions had been published.

lire revised second edition, issued in Mardi !949, combined material in the
first edition with its supplements. It was also expanded to include new occupa-
tions in the plastics, paper and pulp. and radio manufacturing industries.

Material used in conjunction with the second edition included information,
which was first released in a World War II supplement, relating to occupational
classification of entry applicants with no previous work experience. This was
dore through a secondary occupational coding systemthe Entry Occupational
Classifiagion Structure. Under that coding structure, jobs were grouped in
terms di factors that could indicate the applicant's readiness and preference
for specific jobs.

The Giird edition eliminated the previous Departmental dosignation of certain
jobs as being "skilled. semi-skilled or unskilled." and substituted a dassitica-

_
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Lion s)stem based both on the ',Aloe of the work performed and the demands
of such %cils -acticities upoo the warkeis 'film indicators of work require.
mons ineluded eight separate ciassit.cation components: training time, apti-
tudes. interests, temperaments, physical demands, working conditions, work
perfonneil, and industry

'I he 071 editirti is the result of contintad research on the changing occupa-
tional strut:tore of the American economy, conducted by the U.S. Employment
Service i.nd job analysts in affiliated Stare Employment Service Occupational
Analysis Field Centers throughout Ow country. Users of the third edition
should have no in making the transition to this %ohmic. None of the
changes introduce content or concepts unfamiliar to users of the previous edi-
tion This edaion retains the breakdown of occupations into categories, divi-
sions, an..I groups, although the occupational codes for some divisions and
groups have Leen revised. Wittier functions ratings, first introduced in the
third edition, have seen retained as well. However, for many cv..upational ti-
tles, the three middle digits of the 9 digit occupational code have been changed
to reflect actual corker functions ratings The changes in the new edition are
designed to establish a broader occupational base fur such purposes as classi-
fyirs job appItcati,ns and job orders, making refemls, assessing worker trans.
ferability into related jobs, or relocating workers displaced by technological
change.'

The material included in the third edition of the EX)T was compiled mostly in
the early 1960's or even earlier. The. rapid changes in industrial technology
slow that time base been accompanied by significant rnodifkations in the char-
acter'. tic s and jests requiimeins of man.: ciecurations. To keep abreast of these
development... analysts on State Occupational Analysis Field Center staffs, .as
isot of the Fniplot men! Sersice occupational analysis program, make on-site
job ana'vses "se spectrum of jobs in various industries to verify or revise
the defilations t'' occupations listed no the DOT These job analyses me de-
sisreci to inst., . that the jug det'rutions listed in the DOT are not based on
obsoles:t nt industrial pmetices which are no, Joniter commonly used in the
pi eduction of i..txxls and sei vices in the United States

"the fourth elitioa is based on more than 75.000 such on-site aMilyses conduct
ed bow 190 to the early- and ci:t1-1971fs, and on extensive cOntacts wets pro-
fc.sion it and trade associations lb se activitie; wor designed to rcvelify
and reevaliiate the job content and dcfmaions of the occupations listed in the
DOI and to identify new occupations, As a result of this program ovo 2,100
new occupational definitions were add:c1 aid some 3,500 deleted as computed
with the third edition Many thonInd utheo descriptions were substantially
niodtfied or combined with closely related definitioos to clinunate overlap and
duplication. and to relict Inc consolidation and restructuring of sortie occopa-
turns The foam!: edition contour. approximately 20,000 jobs, a'out 1.8(X) less
than in the third edition

As this echtio goes to press a minibus of State ..mptoyin nt service office,. are
etiinpateri/ed. most are not Over the next half doien y- ars. the Entploynn:nt
Service will operate partly in a mama!, mid partly in a comr utelired mode
Charipes in the new edition of the Dia:unary were minimized to take account
of this tiansinon petiost In future editions, after computerisation is complet-
ed. refinements ;aid innovations will be introduced which should help integrate
the basic con opts in the liCrl svii'a the suppkonentary occupational classifica-

P ds» In ^".- ',Wed c I I; I son of ilia. third
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taxi tools used in computerized job matching, arch as the Handbook of Occu-
pational Keywords.

The occupational codes and titles used in this edition should also permit a
more effective interchange of occupational data among government agencies.
Work was underway in 1977 to relate the classification system in the Diction-
ary to other government occupational language systems such as those of the
Birreeu of the Census, the Bureau of Latter Statistics, the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation, and the Mkt of Management and Budget, Standard Occupational Clas-
sification (SOC) program. A joint project of the 'tabor and Defense Depart-
ments already has related occupational titles in the Dictionary to those in the
military service in order to smooth the transition of persons between military
and civilian life. A supplemeat:to, the Dictiorwry, in preparation as this edition
went to press. is designed for use by the Social Security Administration as a
guide to possible new careers for disabled workers and to determine benefit
eligibility.

In using the Dictionary, one should note that the U.S. Employment Service
has no responsibility for establishing ippropriate wage levels for workers in the
United States, or setting jurisdictional matters in relation to different oettspa-
lions. In preparing job definitions, no data were collected concerning these and
related matters. Therefore, the occupational information in this edition cannot
be regarded as determining standards for any aspect of the employer-employee
relationship.

Parts of the Occupational Definition

Work is organized in a variety of ways. M a result of technological, economic
and sociological influences, nearly every job in the economy is performed
sliehtly differently from any other job. Every joh is also similar to a number of
other jobs.

In order to look at the millions of jobs in the U S. economy in an organized
way, the DOT groups jobs into "occupations" based on their similarities and
defines the structure and content of all listed oceteretions. Occupational defini-
tions are the result of comprehensive studies 1f how similar jobs arc per-
formed in establishments all over the nation and arc composites of data collect-
ed from diverse sources. The term "occupation," as used in the DOT, refers
to this collective description of a number of individual jobs performed, with
minor variations, in many establishments.

There are six basic parts to an occupational definition. They present data about
a job in a systematic fashion. The parts arc listed below in tie order in which
they appear in every definition:

(I) The Occupatketal Code Number
(2) The Occupational Title
(3) The Industry Designation
(4) Alternate 'Mks (if any)
(5) The !leafy of the Ikfinition

(a) Lead statement
(b) Task element statements
(c) "May" items

(6) Undefined Related Titles (if any)

A typical DOT definition (with each of the six parts labeled) is analyzed on the
following page:
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PARTS OF A DOT DEFINITION

1) Occupational 2) Occupational 3) Industry
Code Title Desiviation

4) Alternate

os2.30) CLOT KM float, 1 printer: PrblIlnamachl
Titles

(tact:aim%
sea up and operates machine to print drsigns on material., sti.O as Sa)fieli..h, be-glass, plastics sheeting. coated felt, or Os loth loins

handwheel to set pre & rollers. aceonfios to spec tics- Statement
boos T n teelmer marks t I printing iiillsrs with re.

Octssary toe. using

NI*, 110 .1 asencess blade. a afaigb -dse Alin
Terns: 5b)12sk Element&vim .tgainst panting rnlici.. using handtools. Dips color from tubs Into

ses us supply panting rollers. Scans cloth leaving machine for Statements
pnntut t . sues m ',nudges. variations in color shudes. and

Uhoacketed do. An. that of regi.der (alinement) Realities printing !oilers
sad adjusts posit: Ilk If Or hack-grey cloth to aliens..., excess attar

110:: 'Ark. Records yerdast of clsth plated. et.ndlinates
printing hew, feud -d AO machiue and aid 10
setting up and ::toning machine ORIST (pro`esa
kin ) when color saaSe serum from specifications May mix own colors
May mount pviting rollers on machine for eh mg( of pattern 5c) "May"
PP.INTING HOLLER HANDLER (tactile)) May position knives

speciried =stance from edge of plastics material to trim fuels material Items
from edges When printing saiples of new patterns and royalty designs
51 designated as NOVELTY-PRINTING MACHINI-. OPERA1OR
(textile) or PROOFING- MACHINE OPERATOR (pint & pub ). May
set up and i pule oath 'printing machine utilizing caustic soda paste
irsti,..itt of toter paste to i pint designs on cloth wht:h sh Related Titles
tile.,er. aril be desigrated PLISSEMACHINE OPERATO us)

life Acted
e

6) Undefined

11) The (?.cop.i:ir.ra1 Code NuntLer

I he first item in an occupatioaal definition is the 9-digit occupational code

fin the elanplz. 652.1X2010). In the DOT occupational sys-

tem. etch set of three digits in the 9-digit code number has a s(recine rur-
no,e or ir.eaning. Together. they provide a unique identification code fr
parilLular occupation which ditTerentiutes it from all others

Ths fits( three digns identify a particular occupational group. All tnzupa-
tions cLtstercd into one of nine broad "categories" (first digit), such as
pikifesson.11. technical and managedal, or clerical and sales occupations
Th :se catepoms break up into 82 occupationally specific "divisions" (first
tsso digits). such as occupations in architecture and engineering Within the
professional category. or stenography, typing. filing ansl related occupations
mi tt.. etc: t:.'1 and sales category. Divisions, in turn, separate into small.
hom'tgeaeous ' groups" (first three digits)-559 such groups are identified
in the DO r The nine print ily tvcupational catzgories are listed below.

"technical, and Managelial Occupations
2 Clerical and Soks Occupations



3 Service Occupations
4 Agricultural, Fishery. Forestry, and Related Occupations
5 Processing Occupations
6 Machine Trades Occupations
7 Bench Work Occupations
8 Structural Work Occupations
9 Miscellaneous Occupations

In the example, the fiat digit (6) indicates that this particular occupation is
found in the category, "Machine Trades Occupations."2

The second digit refers to a division within the category The divisions
within the "Machines Trades Occupations" category are as follc.ws:

60 Metal Machining Occupations
61 Metalworking Occupations. n.e.c.

62/63 Mechanics and Machinery Repairers
64 Paperworking Occupations
65 Printing Occupations
66 Wood Machining Occupations
67 Occupations in Machining Stone, Clay. Glass and Related Ma-

terials
68 Textile Occupations
-69--Machine-Tnides-Oecupations,n-e.c.3

In the example, the second digit (5) thus locates the occupation in the
"Printing Occupations" division.

The third digit defines the occupational group within the division. The
groups within the "Printing Occupations" division ..n as follows:

650 Typesetters and Composers
651 Printing Press Occupations
652 Printing Machine Occupations
653 Bookbinding-Machine Operators and Related Occupitions
654 Typecasters and Related Occupations
659 Printing Occupations, n.e.c.

lak The third digit hi the example (2) locates the occupation in the "Printing
Machine Occupations" group.

The middle three digits of the DOT occupational code are the worker func-
tions ratings of the tasks performed in the occupation. Estry job requires a
worker to function to some degree in relation to data, people, and things. A
separate digit expresses the worker's relationship to each of these three
groups:-

lrar 2 haling of a0 ocespationel categorort. diviewne. and groups nee p %airy.

'Some divisions or poops end in the &venation "r e t trot elsewhere cla.salerl) thr, indicates
that the occupations do MI logically At into more precisely JOIned rloasion% or groups or that they
could At into two or more ut them erruatlylaelt.
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DATA (4th Digit)

Synthesizing
I C'oorlinating
7 Analyzing
3 Compiling
4 Coaipuung
S Copying
6 Comparing

l'1101)1.;:(Stft Ihja0

0 Mentoring
I Negotiating
? Instructing
3 Supervising
4 Diverting
5 Persuading
6 Speaking-Signalling
7 Ser. ing
8 Taking Instructions

Helping

WINGS (6th Digit)

0 Setting Up
1 Precision Working
2 Operating-Controlling
3 Driving- Operating
4 Manipulating
S Tending
6 Feeding -Off bearing
7 Handling

Workei function, insolving more complex responsibility and judgment are
assigned lower rwribers in these three list,. while functions which are less
complicated h,se higher numbers. For example. "synthesizing" and "ccxir-
<limiting" data a mare complex tasks than "copying" data; "instructing"
poop lc involves a broader responsibility than "taking tnstructions-helping":
And "operating" things h a more complicated task than "handling" things

fhe worker functions code in de example (382) relates to the middle three
digits of the DOT occupational code and has a different meaning and no
necessary connection with group code 652 (first three digits).

The worker functions 4 code (30) may relate to any occupational gioup. It
signifies that the wol.er is "compiling" in relation to data (3); "taking in-
structiensnelping" in relation to people (8). and "operating-controlling" in
'elation to thin,0 (2) 1 he worker functions code indicates the broadest lev-
el c'( respowihility or judgment required 11a relation to data, people, or
things It r .issurried th.4, if the job requires it, the worker can generally
F.:Joni' any hither numbered function limed in each of the three can:go-
ne.

1 he 1,Jit three is of the occupational cote numbed indica,e the alphabeti-
cal order of mic 'thin 6-digit code groups they serve to differentiate a
po; eccuration from all others. A number of occupations may have
ih: s.ie sis. digit., but no two can have the same nine digits If a 6-
el,git code is applicable to only one occupational title, the final three digits
o .%Qned arc always 010 (as in the example) If there is mote t' ..n one. occu-
pation with the sirne first six digits, the final three digits are usually as-
signed in alphabetical order of titles in multiples of four (013, 014, 018, 022,
etc.) If another printing machine occupation had the same six digits as
CLOTH MIN I LK (any Ind ). and began with the letter "1) it would be
assigned the occupational code (i2 382.0i4

The full nine digits thus provide each occupation with a unique code Ctliti
hi; for computerized operations

(2) 'I he Occupational Tit l

ImmetInuely following th_ occupational code in ever; definition is th- riecu-
pationai base title .11w base title is always ir upper -coe boldface letters. It
as the most common 1% pe of title found in the DOT, and is the title by
whit!, the occupation is known in the majority of establishments in which it
was found In the example, CLOTH Pi:IN1 ER (any Ind.) is a base title.

4See appendix (or Inure deta.led cIrs.:usston of worker functions codes
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Some titles are classified as master Mks These titles are designed to elimi-
nate unnecessary repetition of t.isks common to a large number of occupa-
tions Master titles define the common job t.isks h,rs mg a wide variety of
job variables and a wide variety of titles An example is the title "SUPE.R-
VISOR (any ind.).' Each indtsidual supervisory occupation has its own
separate definition in the (XYF dese.,otng its unique duties, but .it the end
of the definition, the reader is referred back to the master definition (in this
case, by a sentence reading "Performs other duties as described under
SUPERVISOR (any ind.). By referring to this master deft-lawn, the riser
will learn about the typical supers ism y dirties which .11 ly illdt1 ic,1,11 supervi-
sor also performs.

tits type of DOI' title is (cup title these include occupations with
same title but few common duties An example of a !elm definition is

CONSULTING ENGINELR iprofess & kin ) A term amlied to
workers who consult with and athise clients on specialized engineer-
in matters in a particular field of endeavor. such as chemical engi-
neering. civil eng,riecridg, or mechantcal engineering

Since neither master nor ham definitions .111e occupations, they are nut cod-
ed in the occupational group arrangement but ale found in separate sections
of the DOT (see Contents).

"{here are other major types of titles used in the DOI. including a/re/mite
titles and 610e/ hied related talcs fhc .e are discussed later in this subsec-
tion of the Introduction.

(3) Industry Designation

rhc Indust, y designation is in oat cmheses anmekli.itcly following the oeca-
pano,1:11 base title, It often difTdrentiates between tvo 0: inure OLL updtions
with idelilk..11 Wes, but different dimes Because of this. it is an integral and
inseparatle part of any occupational title, An Inditql y designation often tells
vac or more things about an occupation such as

-location of the occupation (hotel & rest . mach shop)
-tines of duties associated with the oci_upation (1.1eati dye E press
education)
-products manufactured (te. stile. optical goods)
-processes used (electroplating, petrol fin ) -

-taw materials used (nonfer. metal alloys, stonework)

While a definition usually recuves the designation of the industry or indus-
tries in which it occurs, certain occupations occur in a large number of in-
dustries When this happens. the industry is assigned a cross -industi y desig-
nation FOI example. denial occupations arc frond in aliiiost esery
try. To show the broad. cross industry nature of clerical occupations. 'c kr-
is:al" is an industry designation in itself. Among other cross industry dc-ag
nations ,ire_ profess. & kin ." "mach shop." and "woodworising

0,.ettp mans which occur in a ',timber of industries, but are not found 0
wirf4/ a- to warrant their ossii milusuy designation, ate given the Lk:sit:n.1
lion of "airy industry." The job title in the e..,v nple is given this designs
lion. It should always be given as Cl.(1111 1'R IN 1 FR (any and ) 5

'in compiling infornualon for the DOT al.lykis were not able to ,Dud} t 1,11 irturation nt 411 in-
dustries where ii tx, ors, TTY industr) Jestg.t.111,41, thetefote. shows m .hat inititstrics the
110,1 was .ithhcif but does not mean that in.ty iwil be found t i o,h,rs fhert fore, inAttitiy
toliOns Aft tot.: regarded as Ind co,i,e. of ttld.istn.,1 ix,non hit not ni...r.isatly resirntii.
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(4) Alternate 1 itles

An alternate title is al synonym lot the base title It is not as commonly
used as the base title /..ternate titles arc shown in tower case boldface let-
ters immediately often the base title and its industrial designation. In our
esainple, two alternatz titles lie given "printer" and "printing-machnw
operator Alternate titles may not be used by public employment service
offices in asogningoecupational class;fications. Alternate titles are cross-
ieterenced to then base titles in the Alphae,etwal Index of Occupational Ti-

tles (p 96i) A p u ticular occupation may have large number of alternate

titles or none at all Alternate titles carry the clkIC numbers and industry
designations of the base title

141 Tr. Body of OW Pe linitian

The body of " definition usually conskks of two o: thiee main parts a
lead stateraen' number of ta.k element statements. and a third part
known as a "ni..!." item.

(a) 'flee lwad Statement

the first scettnce following the industry designation and alternate titles

(if any) is the lead statement It is followed by a colon ( ) The lead
statement summarizes the entire occupation It offers essential informa-

tion such es

-work; i actions
-the otjeetise of purpose of the worker actions
-me, hoes, tools, equipment, or work aids used by the worker
-nixerials used. products made, subject matter dealt with, or ser-
siee, rendered

anstreetions followed or judgments made

In the ee..rrple. the sentence "Sets up and operates m tame to print
designs or materials such as cloth, fiberglass. plastics s ^eting, coated

telt, or odc1.1111" is the lead statement. hum it, the user con obtain an

os crews, of the occupation

(h) Task I Itment Statements

Task clement statements indicate the specific tasks the worker performs
to accomplish the overall job purpose described in the lead statement.
The sentenet s in the example beginring with "Turns handwhcel. .".
"Turns ssr sus "Sharpen, ils.tor . . .". Alines doctor . . ,"
"Dps color ". etc are all task element statements They indicate
how the vi,.ker actually carries out his or her duties

(c) "54a1'" 1:?1:1S

Many defineloas contain ore or more semences beginoing with :he

word "May f hey deserir' duties recurred workers to this eccupa
tion in scanb establishMents but not in other:.. The word "May" does
not indicate that Z.. worker will sometime, perform this task but rather
that some workers in (lament estaliltshments generally petfoim onze of

vrhe speilmg of _In to svor is to the DOT (such, as "aline In the exompte) conform to fi S Gov-

vmmenf Pont,,,3 -Lute Style GutAimns See Cdossmy fur explanaboh of speclakted
nle,ming of the ..otd "th.cr.yr- t t this context
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the varied tasks listed. In the example, the three sentences beginning
"May notify . . .", "May mount . . .", "May position . . are
"May" items.?

The definition also contains a number of additional information elements
designed to assist the user. Among these elements are:

Italicized words- Any words in a definition shown in italics are de-
fined in the "Glossary': (p. 947). They are technical terms or special
uses of terms not ordinarily found in a standard dictionary (in the
example, the words "printing rollers," "doctor," and "blanket" :ire
it../icized. Their precise meaning can be found in the "Glossary")

Bracleted titles: A bracketeu title indicates that the worker in the
base title occupation performs some duties of the bracketed .x:cupa-
non as a part of his regular duties. In the e.xample. the CI Orli
PRINTER (any hid.) "May mount printing rollers . Since this
task is usually performed by a PRIN'li ER HANDLER
(textile), this occupation is bracketed. To learn more about this parti-
cular aspet of the occupation, the user can look up the bracketed
occupational title.

tinbracketed titles Unbracketed titles are used for occupations
whose workers have a frequent working relationship with workers in
the occupation being ((dined In the example. the CLOTH PRINT-
ER (any ind.) may have a close working relationship with a COLOR-
IS r (profess & kin.). This embratketed title is therefore inchideal in
the definition.

Roman numerals: Several somewhat different occupations with the
same job title may be found in the same industry. In this event, a
Roman numeral follows each title and im:ustry designation. For
example, there are three titles in the DOT :islet( as ASSEMBLER
(firearms).-In order to distinguish between them, a Roman numeral is
assigned to each one (ASSEMBLER (firearms) I, ASSEMBLER
(firearms) II, etc.). There is no necessary connection in the sequence
cf these numbers with the level of comp:e.xity of these occupations
or the frequency with which they occur in the U.S. economy.

Statement of significant variables: Another element found in some
definitions is a statement of significant variables. It appeais near the
end of a definition and shows the possible variations in jobs that a
particular definition can cover. This eliminates the need to include a
large number of almost identical definitions in the DOT. The state-
ment begins with "Important variations include. . There is no
tatement of significant variables in the definition of CLOTH PRINT-
ER (any ind.).

(6) Undefined Related Titles

Undefined related titles, if applicable. appear at the end of the occupational
definition, in all capital letters, preceded by the phrase. "May be designat-
ed according to. . ." (or a similar phase). lu the example, three undefined
related titles, are given: NOVELTY-PRINTINEI-MACHINE-OPERATOR
(textile), PROOFING MACHINE OPERATOR (print & pub ), and

7Do net cni.fu.e "May" items wilt the May he delign.tted centetwe v.hith inirmlu,ett ende

Inlet! reload talcs
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PLISSE-MACIIINE OPERATOR (textile). 'I. his type t f ti'ie is for an occu-

pation that is re:My a variation or specialization of fie base occupation It

resembles the base enougli to accompany it, bait ditlsrs from it enough to
requite ...n explanatory phrase and its own takpie title An undefined relat-

ed title talcs the same code as its base title. Undefined related titles found

in occupatioial i'efinitions arc also listed in the Alphabetical Index of Oc-

cupational Titles with their industry dzsignation and the 9 digit codes of

their base titles In addition, they appear in the list of Oceurational Titles

Arrarged by Indi.stry Designation in alphabetical order with 9-digit base ti-

tle codes, %,itliiii the appropriate industry.
..

t s
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APPENDIX

Explanation Of Data, People and Things

Much of the information in this publication is based on the premise that every
job requires-a worker to function in some degree to Data, People .ind Things.
These relationships are identified and explained below. They appear in the
form of three listings arranged in`4zach instance from the relatively simple to
the complex in such a manner that each successive relationship includes those
that arc simpler and excludes the more complex.' The identifications attached
to these relationships are referred to as worker functions, and provide standard
terinmolegy for use in summarizing exactly what a worker does on the job.

A job's relationship to Data, People and Dings can be expressed in terms of
the lowest numbered function in each sequence. These functions taken togeth-
er indicate the total level of complexity at which the worker performs. The
fourth, fifth and sixth digits of the occupational code numbers reflect relation-
ships to Data, People and Things, respectively.2 These digits express a- job's
reLtionship to Data, People and Things by identifying the highest appropriate
function in each listing as reflected by the following table:

DATA (4th digit) PEOPLE (Sth digit) THINGS (6th digit)

0 Synthesizing 0 Mentoring 0 Setting.Up
I Coordinating I Negotiating I Precision Working
2 Analyzing 2 Instructing 2 Operating=Centrolling
3 Compihng 3 Supervising 3 Driving-Operating
4 Connoting 4 Diverting 4 Manipulating
5 Copying 5 Persuading 5 Tending
6 Comparing 6 Sraking-Signaling 6 Feeding - OtTbewing

7 Serving 7 handling
8 Taking Instructions -

Helping

Definitions of Worker Functions

DATA: fpformation, knowledge, and conceptions, related to data, people, or
things, obtained by observation, investigation, interpretation, visualization, and
mental creation. Data are intangible and include numbers, words, symbols.
ideas, concepts, and oral verbalization.

0 Synthesizing: Integrating analyses of data to discover facts and/or develop
knowledge concepts or interpretations

Coordinating: Deternuning time, place, and sequence of operations or action
to he taken on the basis of analysis of data; executing determination and/or
reporting on events.

2 Analyzing: Examining and evaluating data. Presenting alternative actions in
relation to the evaluation is frequently involved.

,As each of the islattorohys to People repto.n:s a wale range of complcuty, resulting in COMO-
&fable overlap among occupations. 'heir /UN na,m.:nt is somewhat arbitrary and air, he considred
a hierarchy only in the most general sense.

hose relationships which we occupationally signifamnt in terms of the requirements of the
yob are reflected in the code numos. The Incidental relatronships which every worker has to
Wm, People, and Things, but which da not seriously Oita succes,rol performance of the essenrol
duties of the job. are no reflected.
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1 Compiling- Gathering, collating, or classifying information about data, peo-
ple.-or things Reporting and/or carrying out a prescribed action in relation
to the information is frequently involved.

4 Computing. Performing arithmetic operations and reporting on and/or carry-
ing out a prescribed action in relation to them. Does not include counting

5 Cooing. Transcribing. entering, or posting data.

6 Comparing _bulging the readily observable functional, structural. or compo-
sitional characteristics (whether similar to or divergent Worn obvious stand-
ards) of data, pople, or things

PEOPI E: Human being:,; also animals de:tlt with on an individual basis as if
they were human

0 Mentor ing De.i:ne with individuals in terms of their total peisonality in or-
der to advise,. co._ rise', and/or guide them with regard to problems that may
be resolved by legal, scientific, clinical, sinritual, and/or other professional
principles

I Negotiating Exchanging ideas, information, and opinions with others to
formulate pinkie., and programs and/or arrire jointly at decisions, conclu-
sions, or !.olutions

2 Instructing. Teaching subject nutter to others, or training others (including
anim its) tlroech explanation, demonstration, and supervised practice; or
making retoii,:.-eulations en the basis of technical disciplines

3 Supers ising Iktermiring or interpreting work procedures for a group of
wakens, as speslific duties to them, maintaining harmonious relations
anwag them, and promoting efficIzni.y. A variety of responsibilitics is in-
volved in chic funnion

4 Diverting Ann .mg others (Usually accomplished through the medium of
state". screen. tel.:vision, or radio )

5 Persuadin3 Influencing others in favor of a product, service, or point of
view.

6 Speaking-S smiling Talking v.ith and/or signaling people, to convey or es-
t:11:1.Tc information Includes giving assignments and/or directions to helpers
or assistants_

-,
7 Serving Attending to the needs or iequests of people or aramals or the ex-

prt.,,ed or impliert wi,hes of people. immediate. response is involved

Instroctions-fielping- Helping applies to "non-learnir.p," helpers. No
variety of responsibility is involved in this function

CHINGS Inemmate obrcts a distinguished from human beings, substance,
or materials, machines, tools, equipment and products A thin; is tangible and
his shape. form, and other ph: sic e! ch. rich:fishes

0 Setting up Adjusting machines or equipment by replacing or altering tools,
jigs, fixtures. and amichm,iii,, to prepare them to perform their functions,
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change their performance, or restore their proper functioning if they bre:ek
down. Workers who set up one or a number of machines for other workers
or who set up and peist...49y operate a variety of machines arc included
here.

I Precision Working: Using body members and/or tools or work aids to work.
move, guide. or place objects or materials in situations where ultimate re-
sponsibility for the attainment of standards occurs and selection of appropri-
ate tools, objects. or materials. and the adjustment of the tool to the task
require exercise of considerable judgment.

2 Updating- Controlling: Starting, stopping, controlling, and adjusting the prog-
ress of machines or e.; iipment. Operating inachines involves setting up and
adjusting the machine or material(s) as the work progresses. Controlling in-
volves observing gages, dials, etc and turning valves and other devices to

,regnlate factors such as temperature. pressure, flow of liquids, speed of
- pumps. and reactions of materials.

3 Driving-Operating: Starting, stopping. and controlling the actions of mach-
ines or equipment for which a course must be steered, or which must be
guided, in order to fabricate, prcx:ess, and/or move things or people. In-
volves such activities as observing pages and dials; es:inviting distances and
determining speed and direction of other objects, turning cranks and wheels;
pushing or pulling gear Efts or les( rs. Inchles such rm.:h.es as cranec,
conveyor systems, tractors, furna,:e charging machines, paving machines
and hoisting machines. Excludes manually powered machines, such as hand-
Undo; and dollies, and power assisted machines, such as electric svhcelbar-
rows and handtrucks.

4 Manipulating. Using body members, took. or special devices to work, move,
guide, cr place objects or materials. Involves some latitude ler judgment

e with regard to precision attained and selecting appropriate tool, object, or
material. although this is readily manifest.

5 Tending: Starting, stopping, and observing the functioning of machines and
equipment. Involves adjusting materials or controls of the machine, such as
eta:mills guides, adjusting timers and temperature gages. turning valves to
allow flow of materials, and flipping switches in response to liglts. Little
judgment is involved in making these adjustments.

6 Feeding-Olfhearing: Inserting, throwing, dumping, or placing materials in or
removing them from machines or equipment which arc automatic or tended
or operated by other workers.

Handling: Using body members, haraitools, and/or special devices to work,
movejor carry objets or materials. Involves little or no latitude for judg-
ment with regard to attainment of standards or in selecting appropriate tool,
object, or material.
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Individual Study Activity Responses

The answers that follow will give you an idea of the type

of response expected. Use them as a study tool if you wish.

GOAL 1

1. The specific response- to this activity depends on the par-
ticular occupation you selected. Regardless of the spe-
cific occupation, however, a job description is considered
adequate when it contains a general statement of each kind
of activity a person engages in during his or her perfor-
mance of the job, and when it suggests the special or
unusual conditions associated with the performance of the
job. A job description is usually several paragraphs in
length. Pages 8 and 9 of Mager and Beach, Developing
Vocational Instruction, provide five examples of job
descriptions.

2. The specific response to this activity depends on the par-
ticular occupation you selected and the corresponding job
description in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. If

you were unable to locate a job description'in the DOT for
the occupation you selected, consider the following
possibilities:

The occupation you selected may be
new or emerging occupation not yet
DOT.

The occupation you selected may be
longer included in the DOT.

a relatively
included in the

obsolete and no

The occupation you selected may be specific to a

particular community or locale and therefore not
included in the DOT.

3. The specific response to this activity depends on the par-
ticular occupation you selected. The task listing for
this occupation should reflect all the tasks that make up
the job. For each task listed, you should have noted:

how often each task is performed during the per-
formance of the job,

the relative importance of the task among all

tasks that make up the job, and
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the level of difficulty involved for the student
in learning how to perform the task.

Page 15 in Mager and Beach, Developing, Vocational Instruc-

tion, provides an example of a task listing for the job of
electronics technician.

4. The specific response to this activity depends on the par-
ticular occupation you selected. Your task statements
should contain:

an action verb, indicating what a person does on
the job,

an object, indicating the element that is acted
upon by the person doing the job, and

a qualifier (when necessary), indicating the limi-

tations or framework within which the job is per-
formed.

This module provides an example of the task statements for
the occupation of painter broken down into action verbs,
objects, and qualifiers.

5. The specific response to this activity depends on the par-
ticular occupation you selected. Your TASK DETAILING SHEET
should list each of the steps involved in performing a
task. These steps should be expressed in terms of what is
done, rather than in terms of what must be known. You
should also include those steps that cannot be seen
directly, but that are nonetheless important in completing
the task. The TASK DETAILING SHEET should also indicate
the learning difficulty of each step, and the likelihood
that the student will already be able to perform some of
the steps when he or she arrives for instruction. Pages
21-24 of Mager and Beach, Developing Vocational Instruc-
tion, provide examples of TASK DETAILING SHEETS for four
specific occupations.

6. The specific response to this activity depends on the par-
ticular occupation you selected. If you selected a task
for school instruction, the reason for your selection
should meet at least one of the following criteria:

The task is performed by a large percentage of the
jobholders in this occupation.

The task is performed frequently.
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The task is critical to job accomplishment.

The task is essential in performance of another

task.

The task is required immediately upon entry into

the job.

If you selected a task for on-the-job training, the reason

for your selection should meet at least one of the fol-
lowing criteria:

The task is relatively easy to learn.

The task is performed infrequently.

The task is performed by a small percentage of

jobholders in this occupation.

If you rejected a task for either school instruction or

on-the-job training, the reason for your rejection should

meet at least one of the following criteria:

The task can he performed without further
instruction.

The task is similar to other tasks selected for

instruction.

7. The specific response to this activity depends on the

particular occupation you selected. In attempting to

determine the prerequisites for a course that provides
training for the occupation you selected, you might have
considered:

physical characteristics,

learning abilities,

basic skills, and

work-related attitudes.

You should have also rated each of your. prerequisites as

to the degree of their importance. Page 38 of Mager and

Beach, Developing Vocational Instruction, provides an
example of prerequisites for a course that provides train-
ing for a television repairer.
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8. The specific response to this activity depends on the
particular vocational course you selected. In describing
the major characteristics of the students in this course,
you might have considered:

physical characteristics,

education,

Jotivation,

/interests,

biAses and prejudices, and

specific knowledge, skills, and attitudes relevant
to the subject of the course.

P ges 26 and 27 in Mager and Beach, Developing Vocational

struction, provide two examples that describe student
haracteristics in terms of the categories listed above.

GO (L 2

I. The literature on instructional objectives is filled with
a variety of statements regarding their importance.
According to Mager and Beach, objectives are important
because:

they form the basis from which the measuring
instrument is prepared; the instrument then pro-
vides information for making decisions about the
adequacy or inadequacy of student performance upon
completion of instruction;

by knowing course objectives, students will be'
better able to organize their learning activities
and efforts; and

objectives provide a document that can be used to
demonstrate systematic development of instruction.

Other statements of importance from the literature are
listed below.

Definitions of objectives are necelaary to guide
the behavior of the teacher.
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Unless the objectives are Known, it is impossible
to know what the student's capabilities are at any
given moment.

An important reason for specifying objectives is
so that the terminal behavior that is aimed for

can be known to the instructional designer.

Objectives are a convenient way for communicating
intended achievements to others (superiors, suuor-

dinater, students, parents, etc.).

Objectives increase the probability that the
remedy (training, environmental changes, motiva-
tional systems, etc.) will be relevant to the

problem.

2. (1) c

(2) a

(3) b

(4) d

(5) a

(6) b

(7) c

(8) d

(9) b

(10) d

(11) c

(12) a

3. The specific response to this activity depends on the
particular occupation you selected. Your instructional

objectives should consist of the following parts:

the audience (who is to perform the desired

behavior);

the specific action to be performed by the student;

the conditions under which the performance is to

occur; and

the criteria of acceptable performance.
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The form of your objectives is not the important thing--
they.may be stated in one sentence, in several, or as a
list. The important concern is that your instructional
intent is clear. Pages 32 and 33 in Mager and Beach,
Developing Vocational Instruction, provide examples of
objectives in various forms that all contain the essential
components for a precisely stated instructional objective.

4. The specific response to this activity depends on indi-
vidual preference.

5. The specific response to this activity depends on the
particular vocational program area you selected and the
sources of objectives that you located for this area.
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Self-Check

GOAL 1

1. What U.S. Employment Service publication is a major source
of job descriptions for a wide variety of occupations?

2. What is the process used to determine the individual steps
involved in the completion of a job?

3. What are the three major components of a task statement?

4. What are four major criteria for selecting a task for
which school instruction should be provided?

5. What are two criteria for selecting a task for on-the-job
training rather than school instruction?

6. What are four major characteristics to consider in
describing a target population?

7. What is the purpose of determining course prerequisites?

GOAL 2

1. According to Mager, what are the three major components of
an instructional objective?

2. Which component of an instructional objective does the
following item represent? "Given one standard hospital
bed in a patient care unit..."

3. Which component of an instructional objective does the
following item represent? "Mark any errors in spelling,
punctuation, capitalization, grammar, and format..."

4. What are three general sources for obtaining existing
instructional objectives?



Self-Check Responses

The answers that follow will give you an idea of the type
of response expected. Use them as a study tool if you wish.

GOAL 1

1. Dictionary of Occupational Titles

2. Task analysis

3. action verb

object

qualifier

4. Consider your answer correct if it includes any four of
the following:

The task is performed by a large percentage of
job-holders.

The task is performed frequently.

The task is critical to job accomplishment.

The task is essential in performance of another task.

The task is required immediately upon entry into the
job.

5. Consider your answer correct if it includes any two of the
following:

The task is relatively easy to learn:

The task is performed infrequently.

The task is performed by a small percentage of
job-holders.

6. Consider your answer correct if it includes any four of
the following:

Physical characteristics

Education
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Motivation

Interests

Biasetuor prejudices

Specific knowledge, skills, and attitudes relevant to
the subject of the course

7. To determine the abilities (knowledge, attitudes, and
skills) that students must possess before entering the
learning situation. Prerequisites indicate necessary
student-abilities for success in a course.

GOAL 2

1. the behavior or action performed by a student

the conditions under which the performar-e is to occur

the criteria or standards of acceptable performance

2. Conditions under which performance is to occur

3. Behavior or action performed by a student

4. curriculum guides and guides accompanying textbooks

behavioral objectives bibliographies

publications of professional associations: journal
articles, or special issues on objectives for specific
areas
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